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Note: Workshops and Symposia slots are available. To book slot for Workshop and Symposium 
send us the proposal.

Abstract Submission: http://mentalhealth.nursingconference.com/abstract-submission.php

Program @ Glance

NOTE: Program Schedule is subject to change with final allotment of the speaker slots
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• Cognition in Mental Health
• Psychology
• Mental Health Nursing 

Practices
• Paediatric Mental Health 

disorders
• Geriatric Psychiatry
• Continuum of Mental Health
• Advanced Therapeutics for 

Mental Health Disorders

• Cortical development in 
Psychiatry

• Forensic Psychiatry
• Psychiatric Disorders
• Adaptation Models
• Biological context
• Schizophrenia
• Healing Techniques
• Positive Psychology

Major Scientific Sessions

•  You will be given about 5-7 minutes 
to present your poster including questions and 
answers. Judges may pose questions during the 
evaluation of the poster
•  Judges will even evaluate the student’s 

enthusiasm towards their study, interest and knowledge 
in the area of their research

• The winners will be announced at the closing ceremony 
of the conference. The decision of the winner will be 
withdrawn if the winner/winners is/are not 
present at the time of announcement 

• Apart from the judging time you may 
also be present at the poster to share your 
research with interested delegates

• Present your research through oral presentations 
• Learn about career development and the latest research 

tools and technologies in your field 
• This forum will give pertinent and timely information 

to those who conduct research and those who use and 
benefit from research 

• Develop a foundation for collaboration among young 
researchers 

• The forum will provide an opportunity for collegial 
interaction with other young investigators and 
established senior investigators across the globe 

• Interact and share ideas with both peers and mentors

General Queries
Email:  mentalhealthnursing@nursingconferencecanada.com

Best Poster Award Young Researchers Forum

Venue will be updated soon

Contact us
Mental Health Nursing 2018

John Paul | Program Manager
Conference Series LLC Ltd

47 Churchfield Road, London, UK, W3 6AY | Toll Free: +1-800-014-8923
Email: mentalhealthnursing@nursingconferencecanada.com



Best Tourist Destinations in Vancouver
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Chinatown

Museum of Anthropology

Science World

Sunset Beach

Art Gallery

Lions Gate Bridge

Playland

Seawall

Vancouver Maritime Museum

Stanley Park



Vancouver is the largest city in the Canadian province of British Columbia and is the third largest in 
Canada. As of 2006, Vancouver’s population was 578,000 but its Census Metropolitan Area surpassed two 
million. Vancouver’s residents (like those in many large Canadian cities) are ethnically diverse and over 50% 
are not native English speakers.

The City of Vancouver is located on the British Columbia’s west coast, adjacent to the Strait of Georgia 
and across that waterway from Vancouver Island.

It is also north of the Fraser River and lies mostly in the western part of the Burrard Peninsula. The city 
of Vancouver is well-known as one of the world’s most “livable cities” but it is also one of the most expensive 
in Canada and North America. Vancouver has also hosted many international events and most recently, it 
has gained worldwide attention because it and nearby Whistler hosted the 2010 Winter Olympic Games.

In the early days of its growth, Vancouver’s economy was based around logging and sawmills which were 
established beginning in 1867. Although forestry is still Vancouver’s largest industry today, the city is also 
home to the Port Metro Vancouver, which is the fourth largest port based on tonnage in North America.

Vancouver’s second largest industry is tourism because it is a well-known urban center worldwide.

Vancouver is nicknamed Hollywood North because it is the third largest film production center in North 
America following Los Angeles and New York City. The Vancouver International Film Festival takes place 
annually each September. Music and visual arts are also common in the city.

Vancouver also has another nickname of “city of neighborhoods” as much of it is divided into different 
and ethnically diverse neighborhoods. English, Scottish, and Irish people were Vancouver’s largest ethnic 
groups in the past, but today, there is a large Chinese-speaking community in the city. Little Italy, Greek 
town, Japan town, and the Punjabi Market are other ethnic

About Vancouver
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